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Abstract 

This paper presents a Khmer typesetting system, based on TEX, METAFONT, and 
an ANSI-C filter. A 128-character of the -/-bit ASCII table for the Khmer script is 
proposed. Input of text is done phonically (using the spoken order consonant- 
subscript consonant-second subscript consonant-vowel-diacritic). The filter con- 
verts phonic description of consonantal clusters into a graphc T~Xnical descrip- 
tion of these. Thanks to TEX booleans, independent vowels can be automatically 
decomposed accordmg to recent reforms of Khmer spelling. The last section 
presents a forthcoming implementation of Khmer into a 16-bit TEX output font, 
solving the kerning problem of consonantal clusters. 

Introduction to Khmer Script 

The Khmer script is used to write Khmer, the official 
language of the Cambodian Republic, and belongs to 
the Mon-Khmer group of Austroasiatic languages. It 
is a very old and beautiful script, and from the type- 
setter's point of view, one of the most challenging 
and exciting scripts in the world. 

To understand the complications of Khmer 
typesetting, we will start with a quick overview of 
the Khmer writing system. Khmer is written from 
left to right; the Khmer alphabet has 32 consonants, 

the following: 

f i Z ~ Z ~ ' L 7 ~ ~ ~ b T ~ ~ 4 6 ~ 6 1 $ 1 % i I ? 1 ~ ~  

6 ~ ' 6 6 1 ' 6 ~ ~ h ; d 6 ~ i $ ~ U l ~  

The character H denotes the absence of a con- 
sonant. From the typesetter's point of view and with 
respect to collating order, it might as well be con- 
sidered as a consonant. We wdl use a box U to denote 
an arbitrary consonant. 

These 33 "consonants" (except 4) can appear in 
the form of subscript consonants: 

LO 0 0 OJ 0 0 
oi d cr H 

A subscript consonant is pronounced after the 
"primary" consonant. Nevertheless, as the reader 
has certalnly noticed, the subscript consonant I3 is 
written on the left of the primary consonant. 

It is also possible to have two subscript conson- 
ants carried by the same primary consonant. In that 
case, the second subscript consonant has to be LO. 

Examples: k,  N. 
Ln I. 

A consonant, consonant + subscript or con- 
sonant + double subscript combination can carry 
a vowel. There are 28 vowels: 

Although vowels are always pronounced after 
consonants, their graphical representation literally 
surrounds the consonant/subscript combination: 
they can appear above, beneath, on the right or on 
the left of consonants. Often a vowel's glyph has 
two or three non-connected parts. 

When combining vowels with subscript conson- 
ants, the following graphical rules are followed: 

if the subscript has a right protrudmg stem 
then the vowel 01 connects to the subscript and 
not to the consonant: GJ + G? = 9 etc. 

if the consonant carries both a subscript LU and 
a vowel with left branch, then the latter is placed 
on the left of the former: LG + 60 = 610 etc. 

if the consonant carries both a subscript con- 
sonant and a subscript vowel, then the latter is 

placed underneath the former: + Q = i, 10 + 
g = IG etc. 

d 
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Finally, a group of characters as described 
above can carry a diacritical mark. These are always 
placed above the character: 

0 0 0 0 6 
We will call the combination of consonant and 

eventual subscript consonant, second subscript con- 
sonant, vowel and diacritical mark, a consonantal 

cluster. Theoretically there can be 535,060 differ- 
ent consonantal clusters, but in practice less than 
1% of them are really used. An analytic decomposi- 
tion of A. Daniel's Khmer-French dictionary (Daniel, 
1985) has provided no more than 2,821 different 
consonantal clusters out of 25,000 entries; collo- 
quial Khmer may require even less clusters. 

Besides consonantal clusters there are also 14 
"stand-alone" characters in the Khmer alphabet: 

These carry neither subscript consonants, nor 
vowels, nor accents. They cannot be found in sub- 
script form. Orthographical reforms of Khmer have 
in some cases replaced them by "regular" conson- 
antal clusters. 

Inside a sentence, Khmer words are not separ- 
ated by blank space. A blank space denotes the end 
of a sentence (or of part of a sentence: it plays the 
role of the period or of the semicolon in Latin script). 

Hyphenation occurs between syllables: a syl- 
lable consists of one or two consonantal clusters 
with the sole restriction that the second cannot have 
a vowel. When a word is hyphenated, a hyphen is 
used. Sentences are "hyphenated" into words, but 
in that case, no hyphen is used. So from the type- 
setter's point of view, between two clusters hyphen- 
ation can be 

1. forbidden (when the two clusters belong to the 
same syllable); 

2. allowed and producing a hyphen (when the two 
clusters belong to the same word); 

3. allowed without producing a hyphen (when the 
two clusters belong to different words in the 
same sentence). 

T h s  quick overview of the Khmer script has 
shown some of its particularities (see also Daniel 
(1985 and 1992), Tonlun (1991) and Nakanish 
(1980)). To conclude, the author would llke to under- 
line the fact that the main difficulty in Khmer type- 
setting is the divergence between phonic and graph- 
ical representation of consonantal clusters (see Fig- 
ure 1). 

This paper is dwided into five sections: 

1. the definition and discussion of an 8-bit encod- 
ing table for information interchange and stor- 
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age in the Khmer script. Consonantal clusters 
are encoded according to their phonic repres- 
entation; 

the presentation of three Khmer font f a d i e s ,  
designed in the METAFONT language. These 
fonts correspond to the three main styles of 
Khmer type and provide sufficient metaness to 
perform optical scaling, continuous interpola- 
tion from light to extra-bold weight and strong 
raster optimization; 

the description of the process of deriving 
the graplvcal representation of consonantal 
clusters out of the phonic one (this process be- 
ing implemented in an ANSI C preprocessor); 

an overview of hyphenation and spelling reform 
rules and their realization in the preprocessor; 

shortcomings of the Khmer typesetting system 
and plans for future developments. 

The author would like to thank Prof. Alain 
Daniel (Institute of Oriental Languages and Civiliza- 
tions, Paris) for his continuous support and encour- 
agement and the Imprimerie Louis-Jean (Gap) in the 
person of Maurice Laugier, for having financed this 
project. 

An 8-bit Encoding Table for the Khmer 

Script 

Discussion. As mentioned in the introduction, Kh- 
mer language is written using consonantal clusters 
and stand-alone special characters. The collating or- 
der of consonantal clusters is given lexicographcally 
out of the cluster components: 

Let C1 = c l s l s ;v ld l  and C2 = c2~2s;v2d2 

be two consonantal clusters, where c l ,  c2 E 

{consonants}, ~ 1 , s ~  E 0 u {subscript 
consonants}, s;,  s; = 0 or LO, v1, -v2 E 0 u 
{vowels} and d l ,  d2 E 0 u {diacritics]. Then 

1. C l  >C2 * C1 > C2; 

2. if cl = c;! then sl > s;! * C1 > C2 (where 
0 precedes any other element); 

3. if cl = cz and sl = s2 then s; > s; 2 

C1 > C2; 

4. if cl = C ~ , S I  = s2 and s; = s; then vl > 
v2 * C1 > C2; 

5. if cl = c 2 , q  = ~ 2 , s ;  = S; a n d v l  = v 2  

thendl  > d2 * C1 > C2. 

The table of 128 codes for Khmer characters 
presented on the following page respects the collat- 
ing order. Besides consonantal clusters and special 
characters, the following signs have been included 
in the 8-bit encoding: 
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6 
consonant subscript 2nd subscript vowel diacritic 

consonant consonant 

4% jcaj 
%+. 6 

% 

left part central part movable part right part 

Figure 1: Decomposition of a Khmer consonantal cluster. 

1. digits: 0, 0, h, 6n, L, 6. 3, 0, d, d; 

2. punctuation marks other than the ones bor- 
rowed from Latin script: 9 (lelkto), a variant 
form of the digit h, indicating that the previous 
word is repeated (simdar to Latin bid, Y (khan) 
and 71 (bariyatosan), equivalent to a full stop, - 
(camnocpikuh), a graphcal variant of the Latin 
colon, and the French guillemets (( , D; 

3. the currency symbol f (rial); 

4. the invisible code WBK (word-break) to indicate 
the word limits inside a sentence. 

Have not been included in the table: 

the archaic characters B and d which were abol- 
ished about a century ago; 

the punctuation marks W (cow's urine) and @ 

(coq's eye), used in poetry, devination and clas- 
sical texts; 

the variant forms 8, 0 of 6, 8, used in Diction- 

naire Cambodgien (1962). 

These characters are nevertheless included in the 
TEX output fonts and can be accessed via macros. 

The table. The table of codes 128-255 of the pro- 
posed 8-bit encoding for Khmer information inter- 
change and storage follows. The 7-bit part of the 
table conforms to IS0 646 (standard 7-bit ASCII). Po- 
sitions OxCF and OxDF are empty. 
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Codes 0x80-Ox9F and OxCO represent conson- 
ants; the correspondmg subscript consonants are 
offset by 32 positions: they are represented by 
codes OxAO - OxBE and OxEO. The consonant Ox9F 

does not have a corresponding subscript consonant. 
The practice of subscripts having to be 32 positions 
apart from primary consonants is similar to the 32- 
position offset of uppercase and lowercase letters in 
IS0 646 (7-bit ASCII). 

Codes OxCO-OxCE represent special characters. 
Digits have been placed in positions 0x00-OxD9, 

vowels in OxE1-OxF5 and dacritics in OxF8-OxFF. 

Finally, OxFA is the currency symbol, OxDB-OxDE are 
punctuation marks and OxBF is the word-break code 
WBK. 

Because of the 128-character limitation, vowels 
8:, fin, 4n, tb, ton, h:, to?: have not been included 
in the table. They have to be represented by the 
following code pairs: 

8: = OxE2 OxF4 6: = OxE4 OxF4 

48 = OxE6 OxF4 ~d8 = OxE9 OxF4 

60: = OxEC OxF4 %0: = OxED OxF4 

601: = OxEF OxF4 

Requirements for Khmer script software. As in the 
case of Arabic and Hindi, software displaying Khmer 
text has to provide context-analytic algorithms. Fol- 
lowing is an exhaustive list of the necessary context- 
dependent transformations: 

when code OxBA follows a code in the range 
0x80-OxgE, OxCO then their glyphs must be per- 
muted, e.g., PS + LO - Ll. 
when code OxBA follows a pair of characters ocp, 
with a E {0x80-OxgE, OxCO}, f i  E {OxAO-OXBE, 

OxEO} then the glyph of OxBA must appear on 
the left of the glyphs of oc, /3, e.g., fl + 3J + LO - 
LflJ . 
when codes OxE9-OxEC and OxEF-OxFO follow 
a combination of character codes a, o c f i ,  ocfi y 

where a and fi are as in the previous item and 
y =OxBA, then the glyph 6 must appear on the 
left of the latter combinations. Example: 61 + DJ 
+ LO + 101 - tF$. 
when codes OxED and OxEE follow a combin- 
ation a, afi, &fir of codes as in the previous 
item, then their glyphs must appear on the left 
of these combinations; 

when code 0x89 (Ul) is followed by a code in the 
range OxAO-OxBE, OxEO then the variant glyph 
Fn must be used. Example: 9 + 9 - b7J 

When the second code is OxA9 then a variant 
glyph must be used for it as well: 3 + g - 2. 
These contextual transformations have been 

implemented by the author into a modified version 
of the Macintosh freeware text editor Tex-E&t by 
Tim Bender, included in the package. In Figure 2 the 
reader can see the effect of strilung successively keys 
<Ti>, <0J> (<subscript modifier> followed by <W), 

<LO> (<subscript modifier> followed by <I>), <[El>, 
to finally obtain the consonantal cluster 6Lfia. 

M ETA FONT^^^ Khmer 

Font styles. There are three styles used in Khmer 
typesetting: standing (aksar ch-hor), oblique (aksar 
chrieng) and round (ak-sar mul). The latter is vir- 
tually identical with inscriptions of the 12th and 
13th centuries at Angkor Wat and is reserved for 
religious texts, chapter headmgs, newspaper head- 
lines, inscriptions and on other occasions where it 
is wished to make a contrast with the oblique script, 
to add a touch of formality, or to provide variation 
of emphasis (see Tonkin (1991)). 

The author has designed three METAFONT font 
families, corresponding to these styles; samples of 
these fonts in 14.4 point size can be seen on Figure 3; 
Figure 4 shows a sample headline using the round 
font. 

In Figure 5 ,  the Khmer letter f3 has been 
reproduced 256 times, with different values of 
two parameters: the widths of "fat" and "thin" 
strokes. The central vertical symmetry axis repres- 
ents "~gyptienne"-like characters, where the para- 
meters have the same value. T h s  classification can 
of course be refined and allows an arbitrarily precise 
choice of the font gray density. 

Obtaining a Graphical Representation out 

of a Phonic One 

Above we have given a quick overview of the (min- 
imal) contextual analysis involved in displaying Kh- 
mer script on screen. The situation is much more 
complicated in the case of h g h  quality typesetting. 

TEX is the ideal tool for typesetting in Oriental 
scripts like Khmer, because of the Inherent funda- 
mental concept of boxes (see The Tmook  (Knuth, 
1989) and Kopka (1991 and 1992)). As in mathemat- 
ical formulas, elements of a consonantal cluster are 
moved to aesthetically correct positions and then 
grouped into a single and indivisible "box" whch 
TEX treats as a single entity. 
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10 sample I lo sample 

1-J sample 10 sample 

(Q 

Figure 2: A text editor with Khmer contextual properties. 

Standing characters 

too +I Ee&zrslo c&s& 7J ~edoEomrh&&e&css~ 4 bc~sg's .I ms&a&Es~s- 

banss~c&cdcanscr d i%asfimrts;cdet% 2J &fr?aae&s~ecas r rcu 4 c~cd&)- 

&'og &cmrmsGa&cs?rca .I bEswstsstcn 3 c&o952 mss~cc~nreZijcss Rs .I 

b 

Figure 3: Samples of Khmer fonts. 
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Figure 4: Headline in round style. 

In this section we Mill1 see how the graphical 
representation of a cluster is constructed, using both 
the preprocessor and TEX.~ 

Graphical classification of Khmer cluster compon- 
ents. As already mentioned, there is a strong diver- 
gence between the phonic and graphical representa- 
tion of a consonantal cluster: for example, if c =M, 

sl =EJ, 3 2  =Lr, v =to?, then for the same cluster 
GpJJ, the former representation is <C><S~><SZ><Y> 

and the latter <v (left branch)><s2><c><sl><v (right 
branch)>. 

A thorough study of Khmer script and tradi- 
tional typography has resulted in the following clas- 
sification of graphical components of a consonantal 
cluster: 

1. the "left part". Four elements which are placed 

on the left of a consonant: LC, h, b, LO. 
2. the "central part". All consonants: W, 2 . . . R. 

Also consonant + vowel E {GI, G:, 011 combin- 
ations, whenever the vowel is attached to the 
consonant and not to a subscript: fi?, i%, 7T7 etc. 
but not W3. 

The difference between "left" and "central" 
part is that only the latter is taken into ac- 
count when determirung the symmetry axis of 
the cluster. 

3. the "movable" part. Subscripts and super- 
scripts w h c h  are moved horizontally so that 
their symmetry axis coincides yith tbe axis of 
the central part: 9.. .W, and fi. I, 8, 0, IJ, Ll, 8, 
0, 0, 0, 6, h. 

Theoretically it would be possible for TEX to 
graphically represent a cluster out of its phonic 
representation without the assistance of a prepro- 
cessor. However, t h s  process would be too slow 
and memory-consuming for real-life typesetting. 

4. the "right" part. Elements placed on the right 
of the central part, and not involved in the de- 
termination of the cluster symmetry axis. In 

t h s  category we have certain subscript charac- 
ters: DJ . . . 9, as well as selected subscript and 

superscript vowels and &acritical marks: 0, q: 
cj, 0:. G ,  d,  d, d. 
The effective graphical construction of a con- 

sonantal cluster by TEX is done in the following way: 
the preprocessor's output replaces the phonic rep- 
resentation of a cluster (in the encoding described 
under Discussion) by a TEX macro \ccl with 5 ar- 
guments: the first is a 9-digit number representing 
the phonic representation of the cluster (and with 
the property that if N, N' are numbers representing 
clusters C, C' then C > C' a N > N', where > is 
the collating order of clusters and > the usual or- 
dering of integers); the remaining four correspond 
to the four parts of the graphical decomposition of 
a cluster as described above. For example, 

\ccl{0503115Ol}{e/r}{gA}{/k}{'} 

indicates a left part e / r  (61Z), a central part gA 

(h), a movable part /K (a) and a right part ' (0). 
T h s  example illustrates the important fact that the 
symmetry axis of the central part is not necessarily 
the middle axis of the box containing the central 
part: 

h and not h 
GI GI 

The difference is of more than just aesthetic 
nature: in some cases the vertical alignment of ele- 
ments of a cluster is necessary to determine the 
cluster itself. Take for example characters 0x89 ($1 
and 0x96 (b'l). When the latter is followed by a vowel 
GI it becomes 6n, whch is indistinguishable from 
the upper part of the former: it is the lower part 
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3 that allows bfferentiation. But when both hap- 
pen to carry the same subscript consonant then t h s  
lower part vanishes. The difference will be found 
in the alignment of the subscript consonant: in the 
case of one would have for example LTJ, while in 
the case of 6n it would be p. 

From these considerations we conclude that the 
symmetry axis location is a vital piece of information 
for every character; it depends on the shape of the 
individual character and cannorbe given by a general 
font-independent rule. 

In TEX one has several global parameters for a 
given font, but only 4 for every individual character 
of the font: width, height, depth, italic correction. 
The author has used the parameter "italic correc- 
tion" as a carrier of the information on the symmetry 
axis location. 

The construction mechanism is very simple: TEX 
typesets first the left part and the central part of 
the cluster; then it moves to the left, by an amount 
equal to the italic correction of the central part and 
typesets the movable part; finally it moves back to 
the right edge of the central part and typesets the 
right part of the cluster. 

To simplify t h s  mechanism, all movable ele- 
ments are of zero width. The reader can see an 
example in Figure 6, where TEX boxes are bsplayed 
in gray and the symmetry axis of the central part by 
means of a dotted line. 

Special cases and exceptions. The mechanism of 
cluster construction described above fails in certain 
special cases. These are handled by using variant 
forms of graphcal elements. Following is a quick 
description of these cases. 

1. often two or three subscripts or superscripts 
are found in the same cluster. In these cases 
the following rules apply: 

(a) in the case of two subscript consonants, 
the second being necessarily ID, a deeper 
form of the latter is used: LC + = 0; I. 

(b) in the case of a subscript consonant and a 
subscript vowel, the vowel is placed under 
the subscript consonant: + ; = g. T h s  

Y 

rule applies also for the subscript conson- 
ant G I0 + 9 = LO; 

ii 

(c) in the case of two subscript consonants 
and a subscript vowel, the consonants are 
placed as in (a) and the vowel is placed on 
the right of LO + 1 + ; = 0; I,. 

(d) in some cases we have both a superscript 

vowel and a diacritical mark. The folloy- 
ipg combinations are known: 8, 6, d, d,  ?, 
8; 

2. to prevent confusion between the letter U fol- 
lowed by vowel Dl, and the letter Ul, the former 
combination of consonant and vowel is written 
g. A variant of t h s  letter is used in the presence 
of a subscript: + ; = p; 

3. when a cluster with ID contains vowel or 4, 
then the width of the primary consonant de- 
termines the depth of the vowel: 6 + 01 + LC = 

19, but Lf' + 01 + LO = ~ 4 ;  
4. the letter 3 is not supposed to carry a subscript 

consonant; in some rare cases, it carries sub- 
script 2: 8. 

vl 

Collating order. As mentionned in the previous sec- 
tion, the TEX command \ccl ,  obtained by the pre- 
processor, describes a cluster by means of five argu- 
ments. The last four arguments describe the cluster 
graphcally: they correspond to the four parts of 
the graphcal decomposition of a cluster, according 
to the subsection on Graphical classification of Kh- 
mer cluster components. The first argument corres- 
ponds to the phonic decomposition of the cluster; it 
is a 9-digit number N = c1~2~1~2s~v1v2dld2  where 

1. clcz determines the primary consonant of the 
cluster: c1c2 goes from 01 = 9T, to 33 = H; 

2. 3132 determines the (first) subscript consonant: 
3132 = 00 if there is no subscript consonant, 
otherwise 313-2 goes from 01 = !, to 32 = 1; 

3. 33 = 0 if there is no second subscript consonant, 
1 if there is a second subscript ID; 

4. v1v2 determines the vowel: vlvz = 00 if there 
is no vowel, otherwise v1v2 goes from 01 = 01, 

t o 2 8 =  0 ;  

5. dld2 determines the &acritical mark: dld2 = 

00 if there is no diacatic, otherwise dld2 goes 
from 01 = O, to 08 = 0. 

A complete list of characters, alphabetically ordered, 
is given in the Introduction. From the rules of collat- 
ing order, it follows that for clusters C, C' and their 
corresponding 9-dgit numbers N, N', we have 

C > C ' e N > N 1  

where > is the collating order of clusters. The num- 
bers N ,  N' can be easily ordered since the collating 
order of clusters corresponds to their order as in- 
tegers. T h s  fact allows straightforward searching, 
sorting, indexing and other collating order involving 
operations. 
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Figure 6: Construction of a Khmer consonantal cluster by TEX. 

Hyphenation and Other Preprocessor 

Features 

Hyphenation. Hyphenation of Khmer obeys a very 
simple rule: words are hyphenated between syl- 
lables. Unfortunately t h s  rule can hardly be imple- 
mented by a computer since there is no algorithmic 
way of detecting syllables: a syllable can consist of 
one or two consonantal clusters. 

With the help of Prof. Alain Daniel an empirical 
hyphenation mechanism has been developed, out of 
several general rules and observations. Following is 
a first set of rules - there will be further refinement 
after thorough testing on bigger amounts of Khmer 
text. 

Let C, C' be consonantal clusters. Hyphena- 
tion C-C' is possible whenever: 

1. C' contains a vowel; 

2. C contains a vowel among &, 32, p:, ti:, 
to:, fa:, hl, ID%, a, 3,  t, Us, or one of the 

diacritical marks 0, i; 
Hyphenation is always possible before or 
after special characters. 

TEX provides an internal hyphenation mechan- 
ism based on hyphenation patterns. Unfortunately 
t h s  mechanism cannot be used in the case of Kh- 
mer consonantal clusters, since these are enclosed in 
boxes and hence cannot be considered as characters 
by TEX. For t h s  reason, the hyphenation algorithm 
is performed by the preprocessor; whenever one of 
the two rules above is satisfied, the TEX macro \- is 
included i n  the output. T h s  command expands as 

\def \ - { \d i  s c r e t i  onary{- } { } { } }  

so that a hyphen is obtained whenever a word is hy- 
phenated. There is no algorithm yet for automatic 
decomposition of sentences into words: the user is 
asked to include WBK (word-break) codes between 
words inside a sentence. These codes are conver- 

ted into \wbk commands by the preprocessor; \wbk 

expands into 

\de f \wbk{ \d isc re t ionary { } { } { } }  

that is: a potential hyphenation point, without hy- 
phen. 

Decomposition of special characters and spelling 
reforms. The special characters (codes OxC1-OxCE) 

are mostly hstorical residues and loans from other 
languages (Pali and Sanskrit). There have been many 
attempts by the Cambodian Ministry of Education to 
restrain theu number, by eventually replacing some 
of them with regular consonantal clusters. 

T h s  replacement can vary from word to word. 
Prof. Alain Daniel has established a list of reformed 
words and their replacements. This list is known 
by the preprocessor, whch d l  output every special 
character as a TEX macro with a numeric argument, 
indicating the potential replacement by some other 
special character or by a consonantal cluster. For 
example, accordmg to the surrounding word, 2 is 
output as \aoO, \ao l ,  \ao2, \a03 or \ao4. If a cer- 
tain boolean variable \ i f  reformed is false then all 
five macros will always expand into 9. On the other 
hand, if the boolean is true, then the first macro will 
expand into 2, the second into tM, the th rd  into 2, 
the fourth into H and the fifth into 6d. 

Following is a first list of reformed words, 
known by the preprocessor. The special characters 
and their decompositions are set in bolder type. 

idslr - iislr sdsu - simr 
d y m s  - $v'iW 6 1 M - d m  

61 MI6 - 6 ~ 6  

61 f$h - 6 ~ 6 .  
$Pi - yn 1 

2mr - ym 
 is - nr~l rmtqn$ - ~ m R p - f i  
r m  - bm 2,; - y; - gfi $,H! - BH 
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Shortcomings and Plans for Further 

Development 

The system presented in this paper allows h g h  qual- 
ity Khmer typesetting. It is the first Khmer typeset- 
ting system resolving problems such as text input 
in phonic order, positioning of subscripts and su- 
perscripts, optical scaling, hyphenation and replace- 
ment of special characters. 

Nevertheless the graphical cluster-construction 
algorithm as described in this paper has certain 
flaws; a few examples: 

if a consonant with subscript consonant carries 
the vowel, then the latter should be justified 
at the right edge of the subscript, which is not 
necessarily aligned with the right edge of the 
consonant. For example, in the (hypothetical) 
cluster $ the Q is badly positioned; * 
take a narrow letter (like 6, f) which carries a 
large subscript (like 2 or 9) and suppose you 
are at the line boundary (either left or right); 
then contrary to the normal use of subscripts, 
it is the subscript whch should serve for line 
justification, and not the consonant. 

These problems cannot be solved using the cur- 
rent mechanism (in whch TEX considers that all sub- 
scripts and superscripts are of zero width). It could 
be possible t o  use subscripts with non-zero width, 
but (a) t h ~ s  would slow the process down, and (b) 
it wouldn't solve the problem of the line boundary, 
since we are a shng  for contradicting properties: in- 
side a sentence subscripts should not interfere in 
determining the distance between clusters, whle 

at the line's boundary they ~ h o u l d . ~  Furthermore, 
one could imagine a sentence endmg withfind the 
next sentence starting with& The blank space in- 
between is hardly sufficient to prevent clusters from 
overlapping.. . visually the beginning of the sentence 
is lost. 

Corrections to these problems can be done 
manually (after all these problems occur very rarely). 
But a much more natural and global solution would 
be to treat consonantal clusters as individual codes 
in a 16-bit encoding scheme. As mentioned in the in- 
troduction, only 2,821 clusters (out of 535,000 the- 
oretical possibilities) have been detected in the fairly 
complete dictionary of Prof. Main Daniel, so a 16-bit 
table would be more than sufficient to cover them. 

Text input could still be done using the 8-bit 
encoding of Section 1; the preprocessor would then 
convert the 8-bit description of consonantal clusters 
into their codes in the 16-bit table (orby their explicit 
construction, if for any reason they are not included 
in the table). T h s  approach is similar to Kanji con- 
struction out of Kana characters in Japanese, or to 
Hangoul construction out of elementary strokes in 
Korean. 

An extended version of TEX -whch accorlng 
to D.E. Knuth's directives should not be called TEX 
anymore- would then perform real kerning and hy- 
phenation, since in t h s  case consonantal clusters 
would be treated by TEX as letters. Work in the l r -  
ection of an extended TEX is currently being done 
by Phlip ~ a y l o r ~  and his team (NTS project), and by 
John Plaice4 (!2 project)j 

* Unfortunately, in TEX there is no such thing as 
an \every1 i ne command. 

Royal Holloway College (UK) 
Universite Lava1 (Canada) 

j It should be mentioned that the Japanese TEX 
Users Group, and the ASCII Corporation, Kanawa- 
salush Kanagawa, Japan, have developed and re- 
leased 16-bit versions of TEX. Unfortunately, these 
are not "real" 16-bit TEXS (and hence inefficient 
for 16-bit Khmer), because they allow only 256 dif- 
ferent character widths (it happens that Japanese 
Kanji, just llke Chinese characters, have all the 
same width) and 2562 kerning pairs or ligatures. 
True 16-bit TEX should allow 256* = 65,536 char- 
acter widths, and 65, 5362 = 4,294,967,296 kern- 
ing pairs or ligatures. Also 16-bit hyphenation pat- 
terns should be possible. Besides Khmer, such an 
extended TEX version would be extremely useful for 
ligatured Arabic N a s f i ,  Urdu Nastaliq, Hebrew with 
cantillation marks, and other scripts with "advanced 
typographcal requirements". 
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By using virtual property lists, no additional bit- 
map files would be added. The 16-bit font would be 
made by virtually assembling glyphs taken from the 
already available 8-bit font. 

Availability 

The METAFONT, TEX and C sources of all software 
presented in t h s  paper belong to the public domain. 

They constitute a proposal for a Khmer T# Lan- 

guage Package, submitted to the Technical Work- 
ing Group on Multiple Language Coordination of the 
TEX Users Group and wdl be released after ratifica- 
tion. The a version of the package is currently being 
tested in Cambodia, and can be obtained by the au- 
thor (yanni s@gat . c i  ti 1 i 11 e . f r). T h s  work will 
be presented either by Alain Daniel or by the author 
at the First Conference on Standardization o f  Kh- 

mer Information Interchange, organized by UNESCO, 
July 20-23 in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
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